Comparison of effects of devascularization versus shunt on patients with portal hypertension: a meta-analysis.
To systematically evaluate the effectiveness of devascularization and shunt on patients with portal hypertension. Relevant studies compared devascularization and shunt for the treatment of portal hypertension were identified searching the PubMed, Embase, Elsevier, CNKI (China National Knowledge Infrastructure) database and Cochrane Trial Register searches until December 2013. Data of interest for devascularization and shunt including postoperative recurrent bleeding, postoperative hepatic encephalopathy, ascites, operative mortality rate, and long term survival rate were subjected to meta-analysis. Eleven studies were included in the study, the results of the meta-analysis showed that all eleven clinical studies demonstrated a significantly higher postoperative recurrent bleeding rate with devascularization group than with shunt group, the rate of hepatic encephalopathy in the devascularization group was significantly lower compared with the shunt group. Devascularization and shunt have different advantages and disadvantages respectively which reflected in postoperative complications and long term survival rate.